INTRODUCTION
Jerubaal appears in the book of Judges as an alternative name for Gideon. Many scholars agree that the identification between Gideon and Jerubaal is not original but derives from the redactional combination of two originally distinct accounts, one relating to Gideon and the other to Abimelech. Whether an independent account of Jerubaal ever existed remains a matter of debate. 1 * This article had its beginnings in a seminar paper I wrote for David Petersen of Emory University. I thank him for his initial comments, which were of great help in turning the paper into an article. My thanks also go to my advisor Jacob Wright for reading through many versions of this text and suggesting changes, as well as to Reinhard Kratz for discussing a number of finer redactional points with me over e-mail. For help with the archaeological questions, my thanks go to Avi Faust for going over these-and many other-archaeological minutia with me during our conversations on the dig at Tel Eton. Finally, I thank the anonymous reviewers for JHS and its associate general editor, Christophe Nihan, for their many valuable critiques and suggestions.
1 For a fuller discussion of the secondary nature of the identification between Gideon and Jerubaal, see H. Haag, "Gideon-JerubbaalAbimelek, " ZAW 79 (1967) , 305-14; also B. Lindars, "Gideon and Kingship," JTS 16 (1965) , 315-26. For a critique of this position, see J. A. Emerton, " Gideon and Jerubbaal," JTS 27 (1976) , 289-312. For an alternative approach to the problem, see B. Halpern, "The Rise of Abimelek," HAR 2 (1978), 79-100. For a recent attempt to reconstruct the development of the Gideon saga, see K. J. Murphy, Mapping Gideon: An Exploration of Judges 6-8 (Ph.D. diss., Emory University, 2011) .
Graeme Auld suggests the interesting possibility that instead of a conflation of two traditional chieftain characters, what occurred here is that a rather late character (Gideon) was created by the editor of the book of Judges and attached to the older character (Jerubaal). See A. G. Auld, "Gideon: Hacking at the Heart of the Old Testament," VT 39/3 (1989) , 257-67. Although it is a provocative argument, I do not find it convincing. The story of Gideon focuses on his battle against Midianite invaders and much of the action occurs in the Transjordan. However, Verse 30 presents a standard description of a successful chieftain in the book of Judges. Numerous offspring is an indication of success in this work, and this same measure of success appears in the description of Yair (Judg 10:4), Ibzan (Judg 12:9) and Abdon (Judg 12:14) . Marking a chieftain's grave, as is done in v. 32 for Gideon, is also a common way of ending the description of a chieftain. 5 What stands out in this ending is v. 31. Here Abimelech is said to have been Gideon's son through a concubine who lived in Shechem. The idea of the next leader being born of a mother of inferior status is reminiscent of the account with Jephthah, who is said to have been born of a harlot (Judg 11:1). As such, this claim about Abimelech may reflect a common trope or motif about leaders used by biblical authors. What is odd about this verse is that the concubine apparently lives in Shechem rather than with her husband in Ophrah. This artificial construct was most probably designed to explain why, if Abimelech is indeed the son of Gideon, he lives in the area around Shechem and not in Ophrah with his seventy brothers.
The addition of v. 31 gives the editor an opportunity to combine the stories in another way. How does Abimelech become king of Israel (or, at least, Shechem) if he has seventy legitimate brothers? The answer, the editor suggests, is that he killed them. The seventy sons of Gideon, originally referenced merely as a standard closing description of a successful Israelite chieftain, have artificially become Abimelech ben Jerubaal's seventy brothers and his chief rivals. As such they needed to be dispatched. As Gideon's (other) sons do not live in the same city as Abimelech, the editor has Abimelech hire an "army of rabble" and send them to Ophrah to assassinate them. 6 The Abimelech story itself focuses almost exclusively on Shechem and its environs (like Arumah, where Abimelech lives); the connection to Ophrah as a competitor city is best understood as a consequence of the attempt to create a link between Gideon and Jerubaal/Abimelech. Although some have argued that the fratricide should be seen as an early feature of the Abimelech account, 7 I believe that it is best explained as a fortuitous side-product of the combination of the stories which was intelligently used by a later editor to paint Abimelech in the worst possible light.
Finally, the latest piece of the Abimelech story appears to be the speech of Jotham and his parable, which was grafted onto the account of the killing of the seventy brothers at a later date. 8 As all of the harmonizing supplements (the secondary birth-status of Abimelech, the murder of the brothers and the Jotham parable) referenced in this section are late literary developments of the earlier traditions, this article will not discuss them further.
EARLY REDACTION AND MULTIPLE ABIMELECH TRADITIONS
Late nineteenth century and early twentieth century scholarship assumed that the purported Pentateuchal sources, JEDP, continued into the Former Prophets, including the book of Judges. As such, a number of scholars attempted to solve various discontinuities in the narratives by separating out these sources. Although this model 6 The army of rabble theme may have been inspired by the Jephthah story (Judg 11:3) or even by the David story (1 Sam 22:2).
7 Jans (Abimelech, 372), although agreeing that Judg 8:31 is supplemental, suggests that there is a verse missing from the final form of the story that was once part of the introduction to an earlier Abimelech tradition (what he calls the BAALIM-Erzählung). This missing verse would have also given Jerubaal seventy sons, thereby making Abimelech's fratricide an early feature of the account. The idea that the killing of the seventy legitimate heirs should be seen as an early and integral feature of the Abimelech account goes back to Ernst Sellin, who suggested that in the oldest version, Abimelech killed the seventy sons of Hamor, thereby becoming king. See E. Sellin, Wie wurde Sichem eine israelitische Stadt? (Deichert: Leipzig, 1922) . 8 Verse 5b, which records the survival of Jotham, has all the appearance of a late harmonizing supplement; I thank Christophe Nihan and the JHS reviewers for pointing this out. For a discussion of the relative lateness of the Jotham parable, see K. Schöpflin, "Jotham's Speech and Fable as Prophetic Comment on Abimelech's Story: The Genesis of Judges 9," SJOT 18/1 (2004), 3-22. Schöpflin believes that the Jotham section was written in stages with the parable entering last to reinforce Jotham's prophetic role as critiquing the monarchy. Nadav Na'aman also believes that the Jotham section was put in towards the end of the revision of the Abimelech cycle, in post-exilic times. He argues that the Jotham addition helped reshape the story into an anti-Samaritan polemic (Na'aman, " Hidden, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . 6 JOURNAL OF HEBREW SCRIPTURES no longer seems viable to most biblical scholars, the question of how best to solve the discontinuities in the Abimelech account (Judg 9), and whether one should assume multiple sources or supplementation, is a live one.
The central segments of concern to this article are the doublet with respect to the reasons for Shechem's rebellion against Abimelech and the doublet with respect to the battle scene between Abimelech's forces and the forces of the Shechemites. Providing a reason for the rebellion, Judg 9:23 states that God placed an evil spirit upon the Shechemites; Judg 9:26-29, on the other hand, state that a passing ruffian named Gaʿal caused the Shechemites to disapprove of Abimelech. Similarly, the Gaʿal rebellion seems to have been put down by Abimelech in Judg 9:40-41, yet Abimelech puts down a general rebellion in Judg 9: 43-45. A possible solution to the doublet problem suggests itself when one compares Judg 9:25 with Judg 9:42. (Widerstand, 34) , who also believes the Gaʿal account (vv. 26-41) to have been inserted, nevertheless, does not believe that v. 42 is a resumptive repetition at all, but rather a part of the primary stratum that would have immediately followed v. 25. Würthwein correct, then the entire story of Gaʿal and his rebellion was added into the story of the Shechemite rebellion against Abimelech. This solution further explains why there appear to be two reasons for the rebellion and two campaigns against Shechem: Two accounts are being combined here.
Yet this suggestion poses problems. One difficulty is that the story of Gaʿal (Judg 9:26-41)-the section being proposed as supplemental-is generally considered to be the oldest section of the story, and for good reason. 10 The Gaʿal story reads more like a trivial local drama between a chieftain and an Apiru leader than part of a significant Israelite drama characteristic of the Deuteronomistic History. Moreover, the explanation that a small-time brigand leader speaks rashly and gets into trouble with the local chieftain is a good point of departure for a tale of political rivalry, as compared with the more theologically-driven explanation according to which God caused an evil spirit to overcome the rebels' senses. The latter fits best into the later picture of the Deuteronomist, where the God of Israel has a hand in all important events among God's people. Yet if this is correct, one must explain how the earlier narrative can interrupt the later narrative.
Another difficulty is that if one believes the two stories are independent accounts, one is hard pressed to explain the many narrative connections between the two. 11 The most obvious of these connections are the use of the term "ambush", the going out to the field, and the term "masters of Shechem" ‫שכם(‬ ‫.)בעלי‬ Any solution to these problems has its difficulties. Nevertheless, it is possible that the two stories were combined early on and these similarities reflect editorial expansions, or that the author of the spirit-of-God story knew the Gaʿal account, but did not include it in his alternative version. 12 Either way, the older Gaʿal-Abimelech narrative-whether in its current form or in some more skeletal version-seems to have been added into an alternative Abimelech account, either by the author of that narrative or some later editor. Nonetheless, the Gaʿal story still seems to represent one of the oldest, if not the oldest, account of Abimelech.
(Studien, 17), in a middle position, suggests that v. 42b is a Wiederaufnahme, with v. 42a being part of the primary stratum. 10 See, for example, Kratz, Composition, Reinhard Kratz in a personal communication. 12 Another possibility is that the "spirit of God" narrative was written as a framework to introduce and conclude the Gaʿal narrative. The difficulty with this solution is that the use of a Wiederaufnahme would be an odd strategy for someone composing the introduction and conclusion, considering how choppy it makes the narrative appear, whereas it would be the method of choice for someone combining sources or adding a supplement.
JOURNAL OF HEBREW SCRIPTURES

NOTE ON TRANSMISSION HISTORY (ÜBERLIEFERUNGS-GESCHICHTE)
The above analysis brings up the question of transmission history. The (older) Gaʿal account, as it appears in the Book of Judges, is incomplete. The story has neither a proper introduction nor a conclusion. How would the later author or editor of the core, biblical Abimelech story have access to a sliver of an older Abimelech account? There are a number of possibilities.
First, although any claim about oral traditions are by definition conjectural, it seems likely that stories about old heroes were known to people and passed down through the ages. Such stories would have remained fluid and would have given birth to multiple variants. It is possible that one of these variants formed the core of the biblical text, and a piece of an alternative tradition, finding favor in the eyes of a later scribe or redactor, was inserted in the biblical text. On more than one occasion, the biblical authors assume knowledge of stories not included in any biblical text. 13 Nevertheless, this does not appear to be the best explanation in the Abimelech and Gaʿal case. It is one thing to suggest that stories about a certain character were known and passed down orally but quite another to suggest this about a saga with multiple parts. 14 If Judg 9:26-41 (or the core of it) represents an incomplete picture of a larger, alternative, Abimelech account, then oral transmission would appear to be an insufficient explanation. More likely, there was once a more extensive written-or, at least, a writingsupported oral-tradition about Abimelech, of which the Gaʿal account was only a part. 15
13 Two examples: a) In Genesis (36:24), a Horite/Hurrian character named Anna son of Zibion is mentioned. The biblical author then informs the reader that this is the same Anna that found the yeimim-meaning of word unknown-when he was shepherding his father's donkeys in the desert. No such story is recorded in Genesis or any other biblical book, and yet the author/editor assumes that the reader will appreciate this reference. Apparently stories about famous Hurrians and their adventures were part of the Israelite/Judahite repertoire. b) In Ezekiel (14:14, 20), a righteous "Gentile" named Dan'el (or Daniel) is mentioned. The reader is supposed to know this character even though no such person is described anywhere in biblical literature (including the book of Ezekiel). It is possible that this Dan'el is the protagonist of the Ugaritic story of Aqhat, but this only brings up the question of how a Judean prophet/author in Babylon, during the sixth century (at the earliest), could have been familiar with a story found in Ugarit during the thirteenth century. Apparently, more survives "off the record" than that of which we are aware.
14 The difference between what reasonably forms an oral legend and what appears like a written saga was one of the basic analytical tools used in John Van Seters' classic analysis of the development of the J Abraham texts. See J. Van Seters, Abraham in History and Tradition (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1975) . 15 For more on the concept of writing-supported oral traditions, see
There are a number of examples in biblical books of references to works no longer extant. Although some of these titles may be fictional constructs of the biblical author, others seem to refer to real books. 16 Additionally, certain biblical books contain supplementary material that probably came from written sources. 17 Therefore, it seems likely that the Gaʿal account was taken from a (lost) written collection either about Abimelech, or about local heroes or chieftains including Abimelech. The account was then inserted into the heart of what would eventually become the biblical account of Abimelech, by a later editor. 18 The idea that a core piece of one Abimelech narrative would have been inserted into an alternative Abimelech account corresponds to a phenomenon described by David Carr. Carr notes "the tendency of many (if not most) tradents not to reproduce the entirety of compositions whose parts they appropriate, particularly the beginnings and ends of compositions 17 One example is the collection of lists of battles and heroes in 2. Sam 21:15-22 and 23:8-39; this example serves as a particularly good parallel as it seems to contain material that is earlier than the biblical David narrative; some of it is even contradictory to this narrative, such as the ascription of the defeat of Goliath to a man named Elhanan as opposed to David. The argument that these traditions, although added later into the book of Samuel, actually predate it, is made in I. Finkelstein My suggestion regarding the Abimelech account is similar, in the sense that the second Abimelech tradition seems to have been preserved only in a fragment. Nevertheless, there is a significant difference. Carr is discussing a phenomenon where a later author builds off of the core of an earlier work, but ignores the opening and closing of that work, replacing it with something new. With the Abimelech account, I am suggesting that a fragment of an earlier Abimelech account was inserted into an alternative, albeit later, Abimelech account by a later scribe who wished to preserve this piece of the alternative tradition but not the entirety of that tradition.
PART 2: RECONSTRUCTING JERUBAAL USING THE ABIMELECH ACCOUNT TO RECONSTRUCT JERUBAAL
As Jerubaal seems to have been known as the father of Abimelech before he became identified with Gideon, 21 a close look at the Gaʿal story can help in reconstructing the contours of an older Jerubaal account. The key passage is found in Judg 9:28, part of Gaʿal's speech at the party thrown in "dishonor" of Abimelech. The proper reading of this verse has been debated throughout the ages. As pointed by the Masoretes, the text reads:
20 Carr, Formation, 88-89. This phenomenon should not be confused with a rather different phenomenon, which Carr discusses on p. 66, of scribes adding material to the beginning or ending of a work, without significantly revising the heart of the work itself. This phenomenon, dubbed by Sara Milstein "revision through introduction," is the subject of her dissertation Reworking Ancient Texts: Revision through Introduction in Biblical and Mesopotamian Literature (Ph.D. diss., New York University, 2010) and her book Tracking the Master Scribe: Revision through Introduction in Biblical and Mesopotamian Literature (forthcoming). I thank Sara Milstein for clarifying some of these issues for me over e-mail. 21 The name Gideon is never mentioned in the Abimelech cycle and Abimelech is always called "the son of Jerubaal," even when referenced outside of the book of Judges (e.g., 2 Sam 11:21). 22 It would take us too far afield to discuss the possible meanings of this phrase. The LXX reads: "καὶ τίς ἐστιν [ὁ] υἱὸς Συχεμ" (and who is the son of Shechem?). This reading seems to make the two phrases parallel since Abimelech is a "son of Shechem," i.e., a Shechemite. For a fuller discussion of this, see R. G. Boling, " 'And Who Is Š-K-M?' (Judges IX 28)," VT 13/4 (1963), 479-82. Tur-Sinai, in his characteristically creative fashion, argues that since this half of the verse should parallel the second half, the phrase should really refer to Zebul. Based on this, he suggests the emendation: ‫שרו‬ ‫ומי‬ ("and who is his minister?" The problems with this reading are not grammatical but historiographical. I say historiographical and not historical, because the past few decades of scholarship have shown that attempting to find historical clues-let alone historical records-in the book of Genesis is fraught with methodological problems. To be clear, this article is in no way attempting to discuss the question of whether there ever was a king of Shechem named Hamor, and if so, when he may have lived. My discussion of the historiographical problems with certain interpretations should be seen in the context of a tradition-historical or mnemohistorical analysis of various textual artifacts. 27 same strategy may be behind the Peshitta's text, which also adds the pronominal subject, ‫ܗܘܐ"‬ ‫ܝܪܒܥܠ‬ ‫ܒܪ‬ ‫".ܗܐܠ‬ 26 Heffelfinger's interpretation attempts to address this problem by understanding "men of Hamor" to be referencing Shechemite natives in general. Although this is a creative interpretation, I am unsure that it is a convincing one. 27 In the past, many scholars did attempt to situate the Hamor and Shechem narrative in some historical reality, like the Amarna period, even going so far as to claim that the tradition is grounded in a real historical event which occurred during the "patriarchal period." Some of these scholars latched onto the mention of Simeon and Levi, two tribes who were said to have been landless (or virtually landless) during the monarchic period, and use this to argue for the antiquity of the tradition (thus, e.g., Moore, Weinfeld, Speiser, and to some extent Westermann, in their commentaries on Genesis ad loc., to name a few). Others argued the antiquity of this tradition based on the curious absence of a conquest story for Shechem in the book of Joshua (Kaufmann, Joshua, 133; Sarna, Genesis, ad loc.). Some even pointed to archaeological evidence for the possibility of an early tradition; Shechem Stratum XIII has a destruction layer (F. M. T. Böhl, referenced by G. E. 28 The problem is made even worse if one accepts the LXX's interpretation of the verse, where the phrase ‫שכם‬ ‫אבי‬ ‫חמור‬ ‫את‬ is understood to mean "together with the men of Hamor father of Shechem" (σὺν τοῖς ἀνδράσιν Εμμωρ πατρὸς Συχεμ), implying that the men of Hamor were still around and serving Abimelech. This is the reading preferred by Jans (Abimelech, 56 n. 42). Nevertheless, the interpretation is an odd one, as it is hard to understand how claiming that the men of Hamor are his slaves would be insulting to Abimelech. However one understands it, the lack of consistency in the redactional layer remains, since the men of Hamor should have been long gone by the time Jerubaal came on the scene.
‫ן‬ ‫בֶׁ‬ ‫ל‬ ‫עַ‬ ‫גַ‬ ‫ר‬ ‫ֹאמֶׁ‬ ‫י‬ ‫וַ‬
According to this suggestion (as I understand it), the explanation for the enigmatic term ‫,עבדו‬ which has been the source of debate for two millennia, is that the word was originally a copyist's gloss offered as an interpretation for the less familiar term ‫פקידו‬ that was then copied into the main text by a later scribe. This conflated reading would have caused confusion, leading to the interpretation of ‫עבדו‬ as a verb. Another, later, scribe, being bothered by the fact that no object existed for this verb, and being familiar with the Dinah story, may have offered the suggestion in the margins that it was Hamor, king of Shechem, that Abimelech once served. Finally, the words "and who is Shechem" would have been added to the opening question to create parity with the next line.
As ingenious as this suggestion is, I find it unconvincing for a number of reasons. Firstly, if one assumes that the original verse simply read "is [he] not the son of Jerubaal and Zebul his deputy," the problems with the MT reading return. What is insulting to Abimelech about this claim? Even if one could suggest some sort of criticism of Abimelech in Jerubaal being his father or Zebul being his deputy, one still faces the problem that Gaʿal's quip is not a complete sentence, as it is missing the pronominal subject required in Hebrew. Finally, even if one is willing to overlook the grammatical infelicity, still by adding Hamor and Shechem into the account the purported scribe creates more problems than he solves with his gloss.
According to Genesis 34 Hamor and Shechem were long dead. By suggesting that Jerubaal or Abimelech once served the men of Hamor, 29 the scribe creates a historiographical contradiction between Judges and Genesis. It is difficult to understand why a scribe, who ostensibly accepts the biblical presentation of history as a baseline, would create an unnecessary narrative contradiction just because he noticed that the two stories occurred in the same city. Were he really motivated by the perceived need of an object for the verb "served" he could simply have filled in something like "[served] the people of Shechem" ‫שכם(‬ ‫)בעלי‬ and left it at that. Therefore, it appears that the reference to Hamor is best understood as original, and that Judges 9 and Genesis 34 reflect two different historiographical traditions regarding the conquest of Shechem and its king, Hamor. 30 29 Although either Jerubaal or Abimelech can be understood as the referent, I suggest Jerubaal as the vanquisher of Hamor and not Abimelech. One could argue, alternatively, that this is a reference to Gideon and that Gaʿal's speech should be taken literally as a claim that Abimelech himself once served Hamor, and that Jerubaal, his father, was a man of no account. Nevertheless, this appears to me to be the less likely interpretation for a number of reasons, not least of which is the independently referenced tradition (1 Sam 12:11) that records Jerubaal as some sort of a savior. 30 To be clear, I am not suggesting that the story in Gen 34 as we have it is a tradition in the technical sense-i.e., a written or writing-supported Another example of possible missing information concerns Abimelech's home base. Through the course of the narrative, at least in the Gaʿal section, the reader learns that Abimelech rules from Arumah (Judg 9:31 32 and Judg 9:41). 33 One can reasonably story that existed in a form more or less similar to what we have now before its inclusion in the biblical text. Rather, what I am suggesting, which will be clarified in a later section, is that Gen 34 is based on a tradition which had Jacob-not Jerubaal or Abimelech-as the conqueror of Shechem. 31 One could suggest that Judg 9:50 was added into the account later, in order to make the assault on the tower into a separate battle, with the original tower being a tower in Shechem itself. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that at least by the time of the final form of the Bathsheba and Uriah story, Abimelech was said to have laid siege to a tower in Thebetz and died there (2 Sam 11:21).
OTHER POSSIBLE CLUES
32 Judg 9:31 actually reads ‫",בתרמה"‬ and there are those who translate it as "secretly" from the root ‫.ר.מ.ה/י‬ This is the translation offered in the LXX B (ἐν κρυφῇ) and the Peshitta ‫)ܒܪܙ(‬ as well as in the KJV. LXX A reads "with gifts (μετὰ δώρων)," but whether this is an attempt to translate ‫בתרמה‬ or represents a different Vorlage is hard to say. The most reasonable hypothesis, I would argue, is that the word is a scribal error and should read ‫,בארמה‬ meaning that Zebul sent Abimelech a message while he (Abimelech) was in Arumah, his home town. 33 Arumah plays an important role in Robert Miller's historical reconstruction, since it would have been the largest of the sub-chieftaincies in the region controlled by Shechem, according to Miller's Gravity Model (Miller, Chieftains, 120) . However, it should be admitted that Miller's Gravity Model has come under some heavy criticism; see, for example, the reviews of R. D. Most importantly, as was pointed out in the previous section, it is clear from Gaʿal's speech that Abimelech and/or his father once served Hamor. (Again, this is meant as a literary claim, following the logic of the speech. I am making no claims about the historical reality of a king of Shechem named Hamor.) If this is really the meaning of Gaʿal's statement, then it is possible that at least part of the Jerubaal-Abimelech cycle would be about how he, Jerubaal, overthrew Hamor and became king himself. 34
RECONSTRUCTION
On the basis of the above, I would suggest the following overall structure to the Jerubaal tradition. Jerubaal, Abimelech's father, ruled Shechem from his native city of Arumah, having vanquished Hamor, the previous ruler. After Jerubaal's death, his son, Abimelech takes his place as ruler. 35 At some point Abimelech displeases the Shechemites. In one version this is attributed to the spirit of God causing discontent; in another, possibly earlier, version it is attributed to the newly arrived brigand, Gaʿal ben Eved.
In this latter version, Gaʿal stirs up discontent with his speech, reminding everyone of what they already knew: not long ago Jerubaal and the Arumites served the king of Shechem, but now, everything is backwards and the Shechemites serve Abimelech, the ruler important point as it allows for the possibility that the Abimelech story may be based on an early tradition or even a historical memory of some kind; Arumah could have played an important role in the Shechem traditions during this period.
Katie Heffelfinger, responding to Miller's suggestion that the Abimelech account may be based on the memory of Arumah rebelling against its Shechemite overlord, writes: "Miller assigns Abimelech's residence to Arumah, a site the text notes only in passing. Arumah should probably be seen as an encampment during Abimelech's campaign against Shechem rather than as his permanent residence" (Heffelfinger, "My Father is King," 291). I must disagree with Heffelfinger here. It seems clear from the story that Abimelech does not live in Shechem at all, and, following his coronation, is always found outside the city. In fact, Yairah Amit, in her commentary on Judges, goes so far as to suggest that Abimelech's remaining in Arumah may have been the main reason for the bad feelings the inhabitants of Shechem had for him (Amit, Judges, 177) . 34 I accept the basic outline of Haag's theory that Jerubaal was the conqueror/redeemer of Shechem ("Gideon-Jerubbaal-Abimelek," 305-14). Lindars ("Gideon and Kingship," 315-26) suggests that Jerubaal was a vanquisher of Canaanites in general, but the idea that there were panIsraelite chiefs in this period seems to be a later development in "Israelite/Judahite" historiography. 35 The idea that Abimelech is a native Shechemite and that that was what gave him preference over his brothers is probably a construct derived from the attempt to attach Abimelech to Gideon, as argued above.
of Arumah. This "absurdity" makes doubly good sense when one takes into account that Arumah (Khirbet el-Urmah), although a relatively large town, was in close proximity to Shechem. The Shechemites, being native to the larger and more important city, would presumably have been offended by the upstart family of the upstart town ruling over them. For this reason, Gaʿal can appeal to their "Shechemite" pride.
One key theme behind this older Jerubaal-Abimelech tradition seems to be the domination of Shechem by an outsider. One cannot help but notice that any account of the conquest of Shechem is conspicuously absent from the various conquest traditions in Joshua and Judges. 36 An older Jerubaal story may have filled this very niche, at least at some point in its development.
PART 3: TWO CONQUESTS OF SHECHEM
Both Genesis 34 and Judges 9 contain a story or reference to a king Hamor of Shechem who was once the reigning monarch but gets displaced by (Israelite) protagonists. In Genesis 34 the vanquishers of Hamor are Simeon and Levi, the sons of Jacob; in Judges it seems to have been Jerubaal. It is tempting to suggest that the account of the slaughter of the Shechemites and their king Hamor by Jacob's sons may represent an alternative version of the tradition that spawned the Jerubaal account, deriving from the identical niche in Israelite mnemohistory, namely, the Israelite domination of Shechem. 37 The merging of Jerubaal with Gideon and the push- 36 In fact, as noted above, this forms one of the bases for the maximalists' defense of the historicity of Gen 34. 37 In much of twentieth century scholarship, the consensus was that the Shechemites in this period were Canaanites. See, for example, A. (Israel: Yedioth Aharonot, 2000) , 292 (Hebrew). Dissenters, like Yehezkel Kaufmann, who called it "the creation of scholarly fancy" (Judges [Jerusalem: Kiryat Sepher, 1964], 195-196 [Hebrew] ), remained the minority. Over the past couple of decades, however, the entire paradigm has begun to shift, with some scholars questioning the reality of neat ethnic distinctions between Israelites and Canaanites and pointing to the fluidity of ethnic identity and the complexity of making such determinations based on material culture. The entire issue of ethnicity in the Iron Age I period will require serious reevaluation over the coming years.
Zertal, A Nation is Born: The Altar on Mount Ebal and the Beginning of Israel
For a discussion of the archaeological issues, see W. G. Dever, "Ceramics, Ethnicity and the Question of Israel's Origins," BA 58 (1995), 200-13; I. Finkelstein, "Ethnicity and Origin of the Iron I Settlers in the Highlands of Canaan: Will the Real Israel Please Stand Up?," BA 59 (1996), 198-212; A. Killebrew, Biblical Peoples and Ethnicity: An Archaeological Study of Egyptians, Canaanites, Philistines and Early Israel, 1300 -1100 B.C.E. (Atlanta: SBL, 2005 and A. Faust, Israel's Ethnogenesis: Settlement, Interaction, Expansion, and Resistance (London: Equinox, 2006) .
For a discussion of the biblical conception of Israel as an outside group, see P. Machinist, "Outsiders or Insiders: The Biblical View of Emergent Israel and its Contexts," in L. G. Silberstein and R. L. Cohn ing of the Shechem account far back into Israel's past would then be the precipitant causes of the above-mentioned lacuna in the conquest tradition.
THE CONQUEST OF SHECHEM TRADITIONS
Working with this suggestion, one can begin to trace a skeletal framework for the "conquest of Shechem" tradition and its various iterations: There was a ruler of Shechem named Hamor. For one reason or another, a nearby warrior rose up against him and slew him, conquering the city and reigning in his stead.
Each version has a life of its own. In the Jerubaal version, the hero is a local citizen of Arumah, perhaps its chieftain. Until Jerubaal's "uprising," his city was most probably ruled by Shechem. Unfortunately, the casus belli has been lost. Jerubaal does not slaughter the people of Shechem; rather he takes control of the city, ruling as chieftain from his native Arumah. Ostensibly, the story would have Jerubaal hailed as a savior in his lifetime, at least by the Arumites and other disaffected citizens, but eventually his son Abimelech destroys the city, when the Shechemites attempt to throw off the yoke of the less popular new leader. In the Genesis 34 version, Jacob's impetuous sons Simeon and Levi attack the town of Shechem, killing all the male inhabitants. The casus belli in this story is the taking of Jacob's daughter, Dinah, by King Hamor's son.
The main problem with suggesting that the two accounts are versions of the same tradition is that the Simeon and Levi story does not seem to share very much with the posited Jerubaal story, other than the conquest of Shechem by a group of Israelites and the name of the king, Hamor. If one is to assume that the story in Genesis developed out of the Jerubaal story (as I am suggesting here), then a stage, if not many stages, must be missing that would explain how the former developed into the latter. Luckily, yet another biblical account provides a helpful hint with an allusion to the story. 38
JACOB'S SWORD AND BOW
In Genesis 48:22, in his final words to Joseph, Jacob states:
I have given you one shechem more than your brothers, which I took with my sword and my bow.
(eds.), The Other in Jewish Thought and History (New York: New York University Press, 1994), 35-60; and N. Wazana, "Natives, Immigrants, and the Biblical Perception of Origins in Historical Times," Tel Aviv 32/2 (2005), 220-44. 38 Another allusion, which will not be explored here, is in Jeremiah 40:5. Konrad Schmid. 46 The latter scholar, in his monograph, traces the overall structure of each text before they were combined and seeks to uncover the fissures and glosses that demonstrate the imperfectly woven seams of the combined work.
Comparing Skinner's insights about a Jacob conquest tradition with the current model of an independent Genesis account, one can see a major difference in emphasis between the pre-Genesis patriarchal traditions and the form those traditions take in Genesis itself. Current models emphasize the non-warlike character of patriarchs in Genesis (with some exceptions, like Abraham in Gen 14) in contrast to the conquest-based Exodus-through-Joshua traditions. Yet the hints to a warlike Jacob saga noted by Skinner point to the probability that the early patriarchal accounts may very well have been military in character. Skinner's insight demonstrates just how hard the editors of Genesis worked to erase most traces of military spirit from its account, creating the relatively passive and peaceful character of that book.
In the spirit of Skinner, I would like to suggest that the evidence marshalled above regarding a (lost) Jacob and Shechem account suggests that at least one version of a patriarchal story was, in fact, warlike in character. Specifically, I suggest that there was once a tradition where Jacob as the leader of a band of Israelites conquers the city of Shechem, wresting it from the reigning monarch Hamor. This tradition would represent a development midpoint between the older-now lost-Jerubaal account, and the canonically recorded Simeon and Levi account. A schematic of the development proposed here would look like the following: JOURNAL OF HEBREW SCRIPTURES There are little data for a reconstruction of B, the conquest of Shechem by Jacob. Nevertheless, one can hypothesize that B shared the basic features of the overall conquest of Shechem tradition outlined above. If so, it may have been a version of the tradition midpoint between the Jerubaal account and the Dinah account.
One can even see elements of the older Jacob tradition in the Dinah story-elements which were not fully reworked. For example, the claim of the brothers in Gen 34:7: The reference to "in Israel" would fit a context of an Israelite people led by Jacob, as opposed to a family unit. 47 Similarly, in their speech to Hamor in Gen 34:16, the sons of Jacob claim that through marriage they and the Shechemites will become "one nation." Hamor, in his speech, reiterates this to his own people. This claim would make much more sense if the party negotiating with Hamor were a larger group than just one family unit. These examples bear witness to the existence of an older version of the conquest of Shechem story that portrayed Jacob as the conqueror. In this tradition, Jacob would have been the leader of a people as opposed to the father of a single family unit. It seems clear that the refashioning of the Jacob-as-conqueror story into the Dinah story and its insertion into the Jacob cycle occurred at a relatively late stage of the editing process. 48 What seems less clear is why this was done. Skinner's insight referenced above may be decisive: As the patriarch cycle began to merge with 47 Blum (Komposition, 212) points out the connection between the language in this verse and the language used in the account of the rape of Tamar (2 Sam 13:12). The intertextual resonance is so striking that it seems clear that either one story copied from the other, or that both were penned by the same author or school of authors. Assuming that Genesis 34 is copying from Samuel, one could argue against my claim that this verse is a sign of an earlier layer by assuming that the (late) author of this account simply copied a dramatic statement from the older Tamar rape story without modifying it to fit the new context. Nevertheless, when taking Genesis 48 and Hamor's language of "one nation" into account, I believe the case for an earlier Shechem conquest narrative that was reworked into the Dinah story remains plausible. 48 the exodus tradition scribes felt the need to explain why one of the patriarchs was conquering Canaanite territory before the return from Egypt. Wasn't Abraham told during the covenant of the parts (Gen 15:13-16) that his descendants would take control of the land only in another 400 years? If Jacob were a conqueror then he would be acting too early and ignoring the explicit word of YHWH to Abraham.
The above explains why the story required reworking, but not why Simeon and Levi had to take the fall, and why Jacob needed to express consternation over the conquest. Noting that the Dinah story seems to be a late addition to the Jacob cycle, James Kugel suggests that one motivation for the rewrite may have been to offer a "backstory" to the curse of Simeon and Levi in Genesis 49:5-7. 49 As Kugel points out, although Genesis 34 works as a midrashic expansion and interpretation of Jacob's curse, the reverse seems impossible. The curse makes no mention of Shechem or Hamor, and never references rape, trickery, circumcision or any of the salient points of the Dinah story. It seems that a later editor, confronted with a virtually incomprehensible passage recording Jacob condemning two of his sons, reworked an already problematic text that recorded some sort of battle between Jacob's clan and the city of Shechem that ended in the "Israelite" takeover of the city as a backstory to this curse.
COMPARING THE ACCOUNTS
In comparing the reconstructed Jerubaal story (A) to the reconstructed Jacob account (B)-the Dinah account is clearly secondary-the question of priority arises. Although it is possible to argue that both the Jerubaal and Jacob traditions surrounding the conquest of Shechem were independent sites of memory, nevertheless to me the most reasonable hypothesis seems to be that the Jerubaal account represents the older version. 50 It is common that traditions important to various Israelite groups are attributed to the ancestor figure Jacob. This is clear from the amount of cities that claim an association with Jacob (e.g., Succot, Penuel, Mahanaim, Beth-El, Shechem, Gilead). It seems most reasonable to argue that the traditions of the less important and more local hero are taken over and incorporated into the story of the more famous national figure, a phenomenon I call "tradition-cannibalism." 51 It would be more difficult to believe that the 49 See J. L. Kugel, How to Read the Bible: A Guide to Scripture Then and Now (New York: Free Press, 2007) , 169-75. Skinner notes many of the same points but admits to being unable to synthesize them to create an overall explanation (Skinner, Genesis, 
CONCLUSION
I have argued that there are three different constructions of the same tradition regarding the conquest/destruction of Shechem recorded or referenced in the biblical texts. The earliest tradition would have been the Jerubaal-Abimelech cycle, before its incorporation into the Gideon narrative. Jerubaal rebels against/vanquishes King Hamor and becomes the ruler of Shechem. Eventually, his son Abimelech destroys the town.
As time went on, two parallel processes occurred. First, the conquest of Shechem became associated with the patriarch, Jacob. Second, Jerubaal began to be associated with Gideon, another Menassite hero. With these two processes working together, Jerubaal became thought of as the vanquisher of the Midianites (Gideon's story) and the conquest of Shechem was erased from the cycle and firmly planted into the Jacob cycle. An edited version of the Abimelech piece was added to the Gideon cycle, producing the incongruities mentioned earlier (Ophrah vs. Arumah, the serving of Hamor, etc.). Finally, the Jacob story itself began to morph into the 51/3 (1986), 259-80 (Hebrew).
If Na'aman is correct, one could argue that this part of the story was inspired by the ruins of this ancient structure (thirteenth-twelfth centuries according to Zertal, eleventh century according to Finkelstein). Nevertheless, to me it appears very difficult to support the understanding of this structure as a tower (or even a temple with a tower). Rather, ignoring Zertal's more radical claim about the structure being Joshua's altar, it seems most probable that the structure was some sort of cult center, and its remains were the inspiration for the story of Joshua and the altar on Mount Ebal (in a personal communication, this was the opinion of Avraham Faust as well).
In a similar vein, Amichai Mazar tentatively accepts Zertal's claim about "the cultic nature of the site." He writes: "The site's ritual purpose is suggested by the animal bones… found in the fill of the superseding structure. The bones include those of ritually clean young animals which may have been sacrificed here." Mazar suggests that the biblical references to the altar could be based on "old traditions." See A. Mazar, Archaeology of the Land of the Bible (Anchor Bible Reference Library; New York: Doubleday, 1990), 348-50. Mazar further discounts Na'aman's suggestion that the building was the tower of Shechem, writing that most probably "the tower of Shechem was located in Shechem itself," (Mazar, Archaeology, 366 n. 50; for a survey of possible geographic locations for Migdal Shechem, see Gaß, Ortsnamen, .
Zioni Zevit, in his balanced discussion of the site, reaches similar conclusions as well; see Z. Zevit, The Religion of Ancient Israel: A Synthesis of Parallactic Approaches (New York: Continuum, 2001), 196-201 . For a booklength and very thorough analysis of the structure and the many possible interpretations, see R. Hawkins, The Iron Age I Structure on Mount Ebal: Excavation and Interpretation (Bulletin for Biblical Research Supplements, 6; Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2012). Hawkins, admitting that the site is an anomaly, comes to the conclusion that the site was Israelite and that the structure was cultic (I thank Ralph Hawkins for clarifying his position with me over e-mail).
